Coming to America

THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE

Salone Italiano: the true story of an Italian immigrant's family's struggles in southwestern Colorado—Kay Niemann

Stealing Buddha's Dinner: a memoir—Bich Minh Nguyen

The Children's Blizzard—David Laskin

Them: a memoir of parents—Francine du Plessix Gray

Crossing Over: a Mexican family on the migrant trail—Ruben Martinez

Finding Mañana: a memoir of a Cuban exodus—Mirta Ojito

Lost in Translation: a life in a new language—Eva Hoffman

Tessie and Pearlie: a granddaughter's story—Joy Horowitz

From Baghdad to Brooklyn: growing up in a Jewish-Arabic family in mid-century America: a memoir—Jack Marshall

The Devil's Highway: a true story—Luis Alberto Urrea

Antonio's Gun and Delfino's Dream: true tales of Mexican migration—Sam Quinones

97 Orchard: an edible history of five immigrant families in one New York tenement—Jane Ziegelman
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